Call for Position papers - 2019

The ACCESS platform hereby announces that the call for Position papers for the 3:rd ACCESS-Seminar in Uppsala/Stockholm 2-5 December 2019 is now open! This call is for the Swedish universities. A parallel call will be launched in Chile.

Current working groups and new initiatives (subjects/challenges) are welcome to apply. The ACCESS Steering Committee will assess all submitted Position papers. Results are expected by the end of April 2019. Previous Position papers can be found at: http://accesschilesweden.com/research-clusters/

When the Position Papers are selected the Steering Committee will inform about the next steps, guidelines for creating the working groups, road maps, registration etc.

Please note that all past position papers are no longer valid. Working groups are welcome to reapply according to stated guidelines below.

Deadline for submitting the position paper is March 25, 2019. Please send your position paper to: access@er.lu.se

Guidelines for the Position paper:

- Focus and strategy for the involvement of young researchers\(^1\) and PhD-students is encouraged
- Focus and strategy for the use of interdisciplinary approach for the subject/challenge is encouraged
- Applicant must be employed at one of the below listed universities
- Position papers are only accepted in English
- Only the ACCESS-template for position paper is valid for the application
- The working language throughout the process must be in English
- The subject/challenge must somehow be linked to the following clusters within the framework of working towards a Sustainable Society:
  - Health Challenges of the modern society
  - Sustainable use of Natural Resources
  - New and Pending Social Challenges
  - Innovation

Swedish ACCESS Universities

- Lund University
- Uppsala University
- Gothenburg University
- Kristianstad University
- Royal Institute of Technology
- Stockholm University
- Swedish Agricultural University
- Södertörn University

\(^1\) Five years after successfully defending the PhD-thesis is a guiding mark for the definition “young researcher”